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Abstract. Gravity currents are a ubiquitous fluid dynamical phenomenonwhich
involvethe horizontalspreadingof fluid massesunder their own weightor buoyancy.
A theoretical model is developedto accountfor the effectsof bulk coolingon the
dynamics and morphologyof geologicalgravity currents, with particular focus
on mantle plume heads spreadingbeneath the lithosphere. As many geological
gravity currents(e.g., plume headsand lava flows)spread,they cool and thereby
becomemore viscousand dense. All gravity currents initially spread at the same

rate as the isothermalcurrentspredictedby Huppert[1982]. However,currents
with temperature-dependent
viscosityand/or buoyancyeventuallygo to a much
slowerspreadingrate than the isothermal currents. Moreover, unlike the isothermal

gravity currents,coolingvariable-viscosity
and/or variable-buoyancy
currentsdo
not conserveshape as they spread. Both constant volume and constant volume
flux currents with strongly temperature dependent viscosity develop steep-sided
fiat-topped, plateau shapeswhich becomemore rounded oncethe currentslosemost
of their heat. Currents with temperature-dependent buoyancy develop inflections
or even extensive swelling at their flow fronts. The surface expressionof the
edge-steepening
effect in mantle plume headsis likely to be filtered by lithospheric

flexurebut may contributeto the flattenedplateaushapeinferredby Wessel[1993]
for the Hawaiian swell. The frontal inflation effect due to variable buoyancymay
contribute to the dual-lobe structure of the Hawaiian swell gravity anomaly and
suggestsan alternate physicalmechanismfor forming the torus- or horseshoe-shaped
geochemicalpatterns in the Galgpagosand the Marquesashotspots. Perhapsmost

significantly,the gravity current modelalso predictsthe thermal (i.e., degree-ofmelting) pattern for Galgpagosand Marquesashotspotsmore readily than the
traditional

entrainment

models.

White et al., 1993], are interpretedto arise from entrainmentof ambientmantleinto plumes[Richardsand
Many hotspot structures are often thought to result Griffiths,1989; Griffithsand Campbell,1991a]and/or
from processesoccurring to mantle plumes or plume the developmentof torus-shapedplume heads [Grifheads in the deep mantle. Individual volcanic islands fiths, 1986].However,the interactionof mantleplumes
Introduction

and plume heads with lithosphere also plays an important
role in the evolution and structure of hotspots.
stabilityin plumesbeingshearedby plate motion[SkilFor
example,
sublithosphericlateral spreadingof plume
beckand Whitehead,1978; Olsonand Singer,1985]or to

on hotspot tracks are typically attributed to a tilt in-

flowpatterns[Griffithsand
solitarywavespropagating
alongthe plumestem[Olson headscanleadto secondary
Campbell,
1991b;
Bercovici,
1992].Lithosphericflexure
and Christensen,1986;Scottet al., 1986;Schubertet al.,
itself
may
influence
volcano
spacing[Vogt, 1974; ten
1989;Helfrichand Whitehead,1990].Geochemical
and
Brink,
1991]
and
geochemical
patterns [Feighnerand
petrologicalpatterns, suchas ring or horeshoeshapes
Richards,
1994].
Chemical
or
physicalinteractionof
[Duncanet al., 1986;Geistet al., 1988;Woodhead,
1992;
plume-induced melting with lithosphere also yields a

Copyright 1996 by the American GeophysicalUnion.

stronginfluenceon hotspotstructure[e.g.,Olson,1994;
PhippsMorganet al., 1995].

Paper number 95JB03538.

Clearly, one of the primary means of interaction between plume heads or continuously fed plume tops
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(whichwe hereafteralsorefer to as plumeheads)and in numericalmodelsof thermal plumes,their study was
overlying lithosphere is through cooling of the plume
material. Cooling affectsthe plume head'sbuoyant uplift, spreading rate, melt production, and heating of
the overlyinglithosphere. Although plumes and plume
heads may not undergoextensivecooling during ascent

itself only for a factor of 30 viscositycontrast between
the mantle and plume.
The applicability of gravity current theory to plume
headshasbeenmost recently advocatedby PhippsMor-

gan et al. [1995],who considered
the materialproperthroughthe mantle [Loperand Stacey,1983; Griffiths ties of plume heads as they reach the base of the lithoand Campbell,1990],they are likely to losesignificant phere and undergopartial melting. The melted compoheat when they come into contact with the lithosphere nent is presumedto percolate into the overlyinglitho(especiallyoceanic),whichmaintainsa largeconductive sphere,while the larger remainingportion of the plume
heat flux toward the surface becauseof its steep verti- headis depletedin volatilesand consequentlyhashigher
cal thermal gradient. Evidencefor coolingof plumes is viscosity than before melting. This volatile-depleted
also suggestedby petrologicaland geochemicalstudies plume head is likely to have higher viscositythan surof the Gal•pagoshotspot[White et al., 1993]. In this roundingasthenosphere,thereby satisfyingthe criterion
study we proposea relatively simplegravity current the- for gravity current flow, in which the current's flow is
ory for sublithosphericallyspreadingplume headswhich controlled by its own viscosity. Moreover, the Phipps
is designedto accountfor the two first-order effectsof Morganet al. [1995]hypothesispredictsan appropricoolingon plume heads: an increasein viscosityand a ately low geoid-to-topographyratio for the Hawaiian

lossof buoyancy.Althoughtwo-dimensional
(2-D) and swell,whichfew modelsachieve[seeSleep,1990;Olson,
three-dimensional
(3-D) simulations
of thermalconvec- 1990;Ribe and Christensen,1994]. The low geoid-totion can be used to examine plumes, there are several

topographyratio occursbecausebuoyantmelt injected
into the lithosphereeffectively causesrejuvenation, and
theory to describeplume heads. First, it allows us to fothe higher-viscosity
buoyantplume head inducesmore
cus on the dynamicsof isolatedplume headswith much
lithosphericthinning than waspreviouslyassumedand
higherdetail and resolutionthan is possible(econom- thus residesat shallowerdepths.
ically) with 2-D or 3-D convectionmodelsthat must
Coolingin geologicalgravity currentshas been connecessarilyaccountfor the entire convectinglayer. A
sideredpreviously,mostly in the context of lava flows.
1-D theory is much easier to solve so that simple anaIn lava flows,crust formation possiblykeepsthe flow inlytical and empirical relations for plume head shapeand
teriorsnearlyisothermaland henceisoviscous
exceptfor
evolution can be obtained. A gravity current model is
a strongskin [Crisp and Baloga,1990;Fink and Grifalso readily joined to a lithosphericflexure or melt perfiths, 1990, 1992; Griffithsand Fink, 1993]. This nocolation model; i.e., a lithosphericor magma dynamics
tion, however,waschallenged
by Stasiuket al. [1993],
problem is more easily solved if it is coupled only to a
who contend that crust formation for many actual lava
simple 1-D theory, as opposedto a 2-D or 3-D convecflowsis negligibleand that bulk coolingis the dominant
tion model.
thermodynamic effect. Fundamental gravity current
The relevance
of gravitycurrenttheory(seethe classic work by Huppert[1982];seealso Lister and Kerr, theories which account for bulk cooling, as appropriate for mantle plumes and possiblylava flows, are rare.
[1989])to geological
problemsis potentiallyendless,its
AlthoughPhippsMorgan et al. [1995]includedthermost extensiveapplicationbeing to lava flows[Crisp
mal buoyancyin the total plume head densityanomaly,
and Baloga, 1990; Huppert et al., 1982; Fink and Griffiths, 1990, 1992; Griffiths and Fink, 1993; Stasiuk et coolingwas not considered. The influenceof cooling
by Stasiuket al. [1993],who presented
al., 1993].The applicationof gravitycurrenttheoryto wasconsidered
empirical
scaling
laws for bulk viscosityand spreading
mantle plume heads, however, has been more controrate
in
the
presence
of heat loss,and Sakimoto and Zuversial. Olson[1990]proposeda gravity currentmodel

advantages
to obtaininga simpleone-dimensional
(l-D)

bet [1995],who examinedthe influenceof coolingon

for the spreading of mantle plume heads beneath the
lithosphere. This model was used to demonstrate that
a plume head, spreading under its own buoyancy as
well as being drawn out by plate motion, could generate a more viable hotspot-swell relief than thermal rejuvenation. However, a potential weaknessof this the-

viscosityby prescribingviscosityto decreaseuniformly
as t n, where t is time and n is an arbitrary constant.
A theoretical model using more self-consistentthermodynamicsfor the cooling of gravity currents with vari-

ory waspointedout by Griffithsand Campbell[1991b],

model

able viscositywasintroducedby Bercovici[1994].This
demonstrated

that

thermoviscous

effects can in-

duce significantvariations in the evolution and shape of
gravity currents. However, this theory did not account
for the lossof thermal buoyancy,which is likely to be a
viscosity,as assumedin the gravity currenttheory [see significanteffect in mantle plume heads. In this paper
also Koch and Koch, 1995]. AlthoughOlson'smodel we expand on this latter theory by includingthe effects
wasfound by Ribe and Uhristensen[1994]to be valid of thermal buoyancy.

who showedthat the spreadingrate of plume headssurrounded by a more viscousmantle is controlled by the
viscosityof the surrounding mantle, not by the plume
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for the Dimensional

Gov-

erningEquations(6), (9), and (15)
In this sectionwe presentthe derivation of the general gravity current theory from the basic equationsof
motion and energy. The final nondimensionalequations
governingthe evolution of the gravity current's thick-

nessand temperatureare givenby equations(18)-(20).
Flow

Parameter

Definition

*

Pl

gravitational acceleration
density of the gravity current at its

P2

density of the medium underlying

g

coldest

the current

Law

thermal expansivity of the current
thermal diffusivity of the current
temperature drop between the hottest
and coldest parts of the current

As with all axisymmetricgravitycurrenttheories[see
Huppert,1982;Lister and Kerr, 1989],radial motionis
modeledwith the equationsfor creepingflow of incom-

pressible
(or Boussinesq)
fluidin a thin cylindrical(i.e.,
disklike)channelin whichhorizontalvariationsin stress
and velocity are negligiblecomparedto vertical varia-

(at time t = O)
Apc
ApT
Ap

P2 -- Pl

p•aAT
Ape + ApT
dynamic viscosity of the current at its

tions:

coldest

O- Or+ •zz
o(POzJ

(1)

where r is radius, z is height, P is pressure,v• is radial velocity, and p is dynamic viscosity. Viscosity is
temperature dependent and described by a simplified

rheological
law [Bercovici,1992,1994],

-

dynamic viscosity of the current at its
hottest

3Ap/5 if no-slipboundary at z--H
9Ap/10 if free-slipboundary at z -- -H
C ,

12 if no-slip boundary at z - -H
3 if free-slip boundary at z - -H

Q ,

net volumetric

flux into

the current

supplied by an external fluid source

+

Gaussian half width of the fluid
initial volume of the current

source

initial radius of the edge of the current

where Ph and Pc are the viscositiesof the fluid at the

hottest and coldesttemperatures,respectively(thus
*Explicitly appearsin the governingequationsand/or the
pc > ph), Ap - p•- ph, and 0 is the dimensionless boundaryand/or initial conditions.
temperatureof the current(seeTable 1). This inverse
dependenceof viscosity on temperature facilitates an
analytic derivation of the theory, yet still captures the
essentialphysicsof viscousfluid behavior, i.e., that thermal fluctuations cause the largest viscosity anomalies
when the fluid is at its coldest.

To derive a nonisothermalgravity current theory in
the simplestpossiblemanner, we assumethat 0 < 0 _<1
within

the current

and 0 -

0 at its horizontal

bound-

aries. In usingisothermalboundarieswe essentiallyassumethe gravity current is boundedby a medium with
infinite thermal conductivity; in fact, the surrounding

medium(especiallyin the caseof mantleplumes)may
differ little in conductivity from the current. The par-

tially insulatingeffectof the outer mediummay be offset
somewhat in the mantle environment, becausea plume
head spreads beneath the lithosphere, which, with its
steepthermal gradient, conductsheat to the surfacerelatively rapidly. The horizontal boundariesare at z - 0
and z - -H, where the lower boundary is deformable

(thusH - H(r,t)). For applicationto mantleplumes
we describethe current as spreading beneath a solid
boundary under its own buoyancy. However, the gravity current theory presented here is still applicable to
surface flows when buoyancy is constant. Given that
0 - 0 at the top and bottom boundaries, we assumea
parabolic temperature profile as a first-order approximation'

z(z)
0(r,z,t)--6©(r,t)•
1+ •

(3)

where6) is the verticalaverageof 0. Higher-order(i.e.,
smaller-scale)
contributions
to the verticaltemperature
profile may be important; however,the parabolic contribution must always be the dominant term, and the
higher-ordercontributionstypically decay away relatively rapidly becauseof their large thermal gradients

(seeAppendixA). Nonetheless,
our assumptions
about
isothermal boundaries and the parabolic temperature
profile invariably lead to an overestimateof the cooling

of the gravitycurrent(sincethe surrounding
mediumis
assumedto provideno insulationand the higher-order
contributions to the temperature profile are assumedto

decayawayinstantaneously).
Thereforea test of these
and other, more traditional, gravity current assump-

tions(seebelow)requirescomparison
with experiments.
Density of the gravity current is given by
-H<z<O

P-

Pl
{1- aAT0)-

p:•

z<-H

-

(4)

where/91is the maximum densityof fluid in the gravity

current(i.e., the densityof the coldestfluid), p2 is the
densityof the underlyingmedium(and p2 > Pl), C•is
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thermal expansivity, and AT is the maximum temperature differencebetween the hottest and coldestparts of

controllingthe spread of gravity currents, as noted by

the current(at time t - 0). Assumingthe currentis approximatelyverticallyhydrostatic(i.e., verticalviscous
forcesare negligible),then OP/Oz = -pg [seeHuppert,
1982],leadingto

somewhatapproximated in the present theory by the
presenceof a cold, high-viscosityplug at the edge of
the gravity current. However,this effectis only a proxy

p

•

z2 za)

ApcgH
+ ApTgH©
1- 3•-i+P(-zo) - p2gzo- p•gz

(s)

where Apc= p2-pi is the chemicaldensitycontrast between the gravity current and the underlyingmedium,
ApT = p•aAT is the thermal density contrast within
the current, and Zois somereferencedepth beneath the

Griffithsand Campbell[1991].The normalstresses
are

for the true physics,assumingthe high-viscosityplug
has a viscositycomparableto that of the outer medium;
evenso, the plug effectis only significantafter cooling
becomessubstantialand is thereforenot presentin the
plume head's early evolution.

The use of channelflow theory in (1) and the hydrostaticapproximation
leadingto (5) are validaslong
as horizontalvariationsin H are muchgreaterthan H
itself. This "long-wavelength"or "small-slope"approximation is violated by all gravity current theoriesnear

current(i.e., Zo> H). Substituting(5) and (2)into (1) the edgeof the current[Huppert,1982]. Giventhis and
andintegrating3 timesoverdepthyields(seeAppendix our assumptionsabout the vertical temperature proB) the volumetricflux per unit length,
file, experimentalverificationis desirable. Basicgravq-

ity current theoriespredict experimentalgravity currentsremarkablywell [e.g.,Huppert,1982;Diddenand
Maxworthy,1982]. In this paperwe will alsocompare,

vrdz
H

(6)

to the extent possible, the features of our theoretical
gravity currentsto experimentalones,in particular the

laboratorygravitycurrentsof Stasiuket al. [1993].

where

(C,-••)-(12,53)
(7)

Continuity

if the lowerboundary(at z = -H) is no-slip(i.e., vr =
0) and

The rate of changeof the thicknessof the gravity
current is prescribedby conservationof mass;i.e.,
OH

1 0

Ot

= ----(rq)+
r Or

W(r)

(9)

if the lowerboundaryis free-slip(i.e., Ovr/Oz = 0). where W is the vertical velocityof material being inThe contributionfrom the chemicalbuoyancyin (6) is jected into the current through one of the horizontal
derived exactly, whereasthe influenceof thermal buoy-

boundaries.The fluid sourceis explicity prescribedby

ancyis simplifiedslightly(seeAppendixB).

W becausethe form of q in (6) precludesa tractable
flux boundarycondition(unlessApT -- 0; seeBercovici
[1994]).The net volumetricflux into the currentis

Information about the radial velocity boundary conditions

on the deformable

surface

is contained

within

the constants C and 5It. A free-slip boundary at z -

-H isappropriatefor surfacegravitycurrents(e.g.,lava
Q - 2•r
Wr dr
(10)
flows) or if the viscosityof fluid adjacentto the free
surface is less than or not greatly different from the which we assumeis constant. For simplicity,we define
current'sviscosity[Huppert,1982]. This conditionis W to be a Gaussian function of r with half width a and
therefore also appropriate for plume heads as described

by PhippsMorganet al. [1995].

thus

W- Q -r2/a2

(11)

•.a•e
We include discussionof a no-slip condition at z =
-H to showthat it doesnot lead to a set of equations Integrating(9) overarea, we obtain the net volumeof
significantlydifferent from the more widely accepted the gravity current,
free-slip condition. A no-slip boundary at z - -H is

only partially appropriatefor plume heads spreading
2•r
Hrdr - Qt + Vo
(12)
into a higher-viscositymedium; i.e., it givesan incomplete descriptionof all the forceson such a plume head. where Vo is the initial volume of the current, and we
Although it approximatesthe drag of the high-viscosity assumethat q is finite at r - 0 and vanishesat some
medium on the horizontal free surfaceof the gravity finite r, where the gravity current ends. In this paper
current, it does not account for the normal stresseson

the edgeof the gravity current as it propagatesinto the
outer medium. These normal stressesare important for

we consider only cases of constant volumetric flux in
which Q > 0 and Vo _> O, or constant volume whence
Q-0andVo
>0.
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Table

Temperature

for the Dimensionless

Definition

hpc/(hpc -[-ApT)

f

net flux of the fluid source; equals I or 0

12•©

0-•+ V-(vO)
- nOz
2=

Parameters

Parameter

lution of temperature:
0•0

Control

GoverningEquations(18)-(20)

Assumingthat verticaldiffusionthroughthe horizontal boundariesis the primary sink of heat, we employ a
simpleboundarylayer transport law to modelthe evoO0

2.

3295

H2

Gaussian

(13)

half-width

of the fluid source

initial volumeof the current(see(23))
initial radius of the edge of the current

where n is thermal diffusivity and v is the velocity vector. To obtain a 1-D equation for the vertically aver-

agedtemperature
©, we integrate(13) overthe volume in whichQ' - 0 for constantvolumecurrents,and Q' =
of a thin cylindricalshellfrom z = -H to 0 and from
r to r + dr where dr (( r. Dividing this integral by
2•rr dr, taking the limit of dr -• O, and given that

1 for constant volumetric flux currents.

and viscosity on temperature are

f_o
HvrO
dz• q©(see
Appendix
B),wearrive
atacon-

f-

servativeform of the temperature equation
1 0

12•O

O(HO)
W- •.H
Ot +_
r •r (rqO)-

The two free

parameterswhichcontrolthe dependenceof buoyancy

(14)

Apc

Apc+ Ap,r

,

. - _,

respectively
(seeTable2). Note that the viscosityscale
The first term on the right sideof (14) arisesfrom the is ycy•/(y• + 5y); this insures
that currentswhichdifbulk vertical temperature flux into the top or bottom fer only in v would spreadidenticallyif not for cooling
of the cylindricalshelldue to the fluid source,whichwe (e.g.,q is independent
of v in (20)when© - 1). Moreassumeinjectsmaterial at the maximumdimensionless over, the most significantinformationabout the veloctemperatureof 1. Usingthe continuityequation(9), ity boundaryconditions
(in particularthe constantC)
we transform(14) into a more traditionaladvection- has been absorbedinto the length, thickness,and time
diffusion

law:

scales.

00

q 00

Ot+ H Or=

W(1 - O)

12•O

H

H• .

(15) Boundary

and Initial Conditions

Assumingthere are no point sourcesof massor heat

N on dim en sionaliz at ion

(i.e., a • 0), thenH, 6), OH/Or, O0/Or, •nd thusq

The dimensionalgoverningequationsfor the gravity are finite and continuous at r - 0. Given this result,
currentare(6), (9), and(15). We nondimensionalize
H the only relevantboundaryconditionfor (18) is that
rq - 0 at r - 0. This is true for either constantvolume
by
or constant

volume flux currents.

For constantvolumecurrents(Q' - 0), 6) has an a
extremum(a minimumor maximum)at r - 0 (since
r - 0 is a symmetrypoint), and thus the boundary
(16) conditionfor (19) is 00/0r - 0 at r - 0. For constant
volumeflux currents(Q' - 1) we assumefluid at the

+

Q>0

Ho
- [24CnaVo/Apg(a
+
Q- O'
r and a by

center of the current is at the maximum temperature,

R-•ApgHø•(ya
+5y) (17)

and thus 6)-

24Cnyayc

'

1 at r-

0.

If the gravitycurrenthasan initial volume(Vo> 0),

fluxq by 12nR/Ho,andtimet byHo•/12n,
whereAp -

then the shapeof H and 6) at t - 0 must be defined.
Regardlessof shapethe gravity current at time t - 0

Apc+ ApT. The dimensionless
governingequations must

have dimensionless

volume

thus become

OH
Ot

O©

1 0

- ----(vq)+
r Or

W'

q O© _ W'

Ot+HOt- H (1-O) H•

q- - (i+v©)H2
1+v •rr(fH
0 • +(1- f)H•©),

2•r Hrdr-V'- Vø/R2Hø
Q'1
1
Q'- o

(18)

(thevolume
at a latertimeis,ofcourse,
2•rf• Hrdr-

(19)Q't + V'). We arbitrarilychoosethe initial currentto

havethe shapeof an isothermalconstantvolumecurrent

(20) [Huppert,1982],i.e.,

where

W' •raQ'2 -r2[a2

(23)

(21)

H(r,t
- O)- 4V'(1-r2/ro
2)•/313rrro
rr>ro_<
ro
0
(24)
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where ro is the radius of the edge of the initial current.
We make the initial temperature © nearly uniformly
equal to 1 inside the current yet analytically smooth
and continuousat the current's edge by using a super-

the temperature gradient near the edge is very steep

Gaussian function:

occursbecauseby this time the currents are essentially

O(v,t - 0)- e-(•1%)•ø

(e.g.,Figure1, bottom). Oncethe currentslosemostof
their heat, they assume a smooth, dome shape similar

to that of the isothermalcurrent [Huppert,1982];this
isothermal(i.e., O • 0).

(25)

Results

Figure 2 showsthe maximum thicknessHmax, edge
radius truax, and maximum temperature ©max versus
time for the same casesshown in Figure 1. For the

Equations(18), (19), and (20) are solvednumeri-

isothermal
gravitycurrent,Hmaxcollapses
ast -1/4 and
rmaxpropagates
ast•/s, aspredicted
byHuppert
[1982].

cally with simpleupwind finite differencesfor the temperature transport equation and with finite-volumes

Up until timet - I (i.e., onediffusiontime) the variable
viscosityand/or densitycurrentsparallelthe isothermal

[Patankar,1980]for the continuityequation.To avoid
singularities,the equationsare spatiallytransformedto

current; i.e., Hmax and rmax have the identical power
law dependences
on time, eventhoughtheir shapesmay
a new independent
variablex - r2/2. To the same ,be much different from the shape of the isothermal curendthe thermaldiffusion
term -©/H 2 is replaced
by rent. After t - i the temperaturedropsrapidly, causing

-©/max(H •, 10-4). In all solutions
we use601 grid

the collapseand spreadingof the current to slowsignif-

points evenly spacedin x; convergencetests showthat
the solutionsare well resolvedwith 201 grid points.
We consideronly basic classesof gravity currents,
i.e., with constantvolumeand constantvolumeflux. In
eachclasswe examinethe separateand combinedeffects
of allowingbuoyancyand viscosityto be temperature
dependent.

icantly. After t m 2 the Hmax and rmax curves for the

Constant

Volume

Currents

variableviscosityand/or densitycaseshavenearlyfiat
slopes;i.e., the gravity currentsnearly freeze in place.
The variable viscositycurrents with constant density

(f = 1) appearto maintaina self-similar
profileup until
time t = I (i.e., one diffusiontime). Sincethis profile
changesat later times, a generalsimilarity solution of
the equations of motion is not available. However, these
gravity currents for t < I fit a profile of the form

We begin all the constantvolumecurrents(Q' 0, V ' - 1) with an inital edgeradiusof ro- 0.1 and

H,•ax
= 1-

examine the evolution of H, ©, and the rate of spread-

ing and collapseof the current for 0.01 _• f •_ 1 and

0 _• • _• 10•. We do not consider
the casewith f - 0,
because it is unreasonable

rent with f-

to assume that fluid in a cur-

0 would continue to adhere to the upper

rigidboundary(at z - 0) when© - 0 (i.e., whenall of
its buoyancyvanishes).
Rather than give an exhaustivesurveyof all possible
numerical
hibit

•'max

(26)

where 7 = 3 when • = 0 and 7 --> oc as • --> oc. The
dependenceof 7 on • would of coursebe useful,and similarity arguments can be used to help find this depen-

dence.In particular,
sincer,•ax"• t•/8 (temporarily),
we can expect(as with Huppert'ssolution)a similarity
solution

for H of the form

solutions we show a few solutions which ex-

the most fundamental

tendencies.

The evolution

H- B(rl)/t1/4

(27)

of the thickness H and temperature © for four basic

gravity currentsis illustrated in Figure 1. The isoviscous,constantdensitycurrent(i.e., with •- 0, f- 1)
maintains a self-similar shape while it collapses,as pre-

dicted by Huppert[1982]. When coolingis allowedto
affectbuoyancyand/or viscosity,the self-similarnature
is lost. In all caseswith variablebuoyancy(f < 1)
and/or viscosity(• > 0) the front of the current is
much steeper than it is for the isoviscous,constantdensity case. The steepnessof the current's edge clearly
compensatesfor the pluglike effect of the coldermaterial by creating a large pressuregradient. In the cases
with f < I the current's thicknessH initially develops

an inflectionnear the edge (i.e., either a flatteningor
upliftedrim), whichis enhancedwhenviscosityis also
variable. The width of the raised rim is dependent on
the temperature gradient at the edge of the current;
this dependencyleads, in some cases,to a sharp rim at
the start of the current's collapse since, at that time,

where
r/- r/t •/8,forwhich(18)combined
with(20)becomes(after integratingin r/and applyingthe condition
that both B and dB/drI arefinite at r/- 0)

8AB
2dB

+. - 0

whereA - 2(1 + y©)/(1 + •). For a similarity profile
of the form of (26) to satisfy(28) it is necessary
that

A • Bb(•)in which7- 3 + b(v).Thefunction
b(y)is
found through a least squaresfit of variousnumerically

obtainedprofiles(for0 _<• _<10•);thissearchindicates
that

7 - 3 + log(1+ ,)7/s;

(29)

Figure 3 showsthat {26) with this 7 providesa very
good fit to the numerical solutionsover several orders
of magnitudechangein the viscositycontrast parameter
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Figure 1. Constantvolumegravitycurrentthickness
H (solidlines)andtemperatureO (dashed
lines)versusradiusr at differenttimesandfor differentvaluesof viscosity
contrastu andchemical
buoyancyf. Time t, u, and f are denoted on the figures. ThicknessH is scaledby H* log(e+ Hmax) so that the currentsare visibleafter time t - 0. All solutionsare startedwith
ro- 0.1 (seeequations(24) and (25)).
Caseswith f < 1 have profileswith changesin curva- current's thicknessdoes not change appreciably with
ture or even have multiple extrema; thesecasesalsoun- time, in basic agreementwith Huppert's theory, which
dergoconsiderablealterationsthroughtime evenwhile predicts that the average thickness is independent of
t < 1. Thusthereis no simplesimilarityprofile(asyet) time. In isothermalcurrents therefore the growth in
with which to model the variable density currents.
volume occurs primarily through spreading and very
little through thickening.
The isoviscouscurrent with predominantly thermal
Constant
Volume
Flux
Currents

buoyancy
(•- 0, f - 10-•) displays
a markedlydifferThe evolution of four constant flux gravity currents ent evolution: It maintains a very steepfront, and much
(with the samecombinations
of u andf asin Figure1) of the volumeincreaseis accommodatedby swellingof

is shownin Figure4; in all casesQ/source half width

is a -

0.1.

1, V / - 0 and the

Since these currents

are

the flowfront. In fact, after onediffusiontime (t - 1)

the maximumheightoccursnear the current'sedgeand
fed by a sourcewith finite width, they do not exactly not at its center. The swell likely arisesto compensate
correspondto the gravity current solutionsof Huppert, for the loss of buoyancy in the colder perimeter of the
which are fed by point sourcesand whosethicknessesare current.
thereforesingularat the origin. Even so, the isothermal
Chemicallybuoyantcurrents(f:
1) with variable
(u - 0, f - 1) casedisplaysan approximatelyself- viscositydevelopsteepfronts and nearly uniformly thick
similar shapethroughoutits evolution. Moreover,the interiors, much like the constant volume currents. These
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Figure 2. Maximumthickness
Hr•ax,edgeradiusr,•ax,andmaximumtemperature
©r• versus
dimensionless
time for the casesof Figure1. All curvesare shownon a log-logscale.

currentsalsogrow in volumeas muchby thickeningas Nevertheless,the approach to equilibrium of the temspreading.Up until one diffusiontime they maintain perature field causesa distinct bifurcationin the evoa nearly self-similarshape;after this time the edgebe- lutionsof the variableviscosityand/or densitygravity
comes more rounded.
currents. It is at this point that the temperaturefield
Currents with both variable viscosityand density be- no longerpropagateswith the gravitycurrent;the curgin with fiat, steep-edged
profiles.However,after some rent thus thickensand/or changesshapeto be able to
time the flow front swells,eventually retaining the max- push out its cold frontal mass.
imum thickness. The current's center becomesa region
The temporal changesin maximum thickness
of minimum thickness,in stark contrast to the constant andedgeradiusr,• are shownin Figure5. The thickdensity currents.
nessof the isothermalcurrentchangesonly by approxiThe evolution of the gravity current's temperature mately30% from t = 0.1 to t = 10. In contrast,currents
field is notable. For all the currents, and especiallythe

withvariable
viscosity
and/ordensity
thicken
csnsider-

isoviscous
ones,the temperaturefieldessentiallyreaches
an equilibrium,Gaussian-shaped
profilewith a dimensionlesshalf width of unity. The currentswith variable
viscositycontinueto thickenwith time, therebybecoming more self-insulatingand thus allowingthe temperature profile to propagatevery slowlybeyondr = 1.

front for the variable density currents becomesthicker
than the flow center,the H,• curvechangessloperadically at about t = 2; the time for this slope break
is apparently independent of f and •. The break in
slope, however, does not affect the spreadingrate, as

ably with time. Most notable is that when the flow
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Figure 3. Numerical
solutions
(solidcircles)
andapproximate
self-similar
shapes
from(26)(solid

line) for variousconstantvolume,variable-viscosity
gravity currentswith f - 1. The relation
betweenthe shapeparameter7 and • is givenin the figureand in equation(29).

manifest in the rmax versus t curves. The inclusion of

6), thoughit doesnot yieldquiteasgooda fit for the

variableviscosityand/or density,however,doescause intermediatevaluesof • (i.e., 10 •_ • _• 100).
slowerspreadingrate as expected.
Like the constant volume currents, the constant flux,
constant density, variable viscositycurrentsdisplay nearly self-similarshapesduring times in whichthe current's
edge is sufficiently far from the sourceand not too far
beyond r = 1. Once the edge extends beyond r = 1,
the temperature field stopspropagating with the gravity current, causing the current to change shape. A

Discussion

Energy and Equilibrium
The relatively suddenchangesin inflation rate for the
constant volume flux currents with variable viscosity

similarityprofilewassuggested
by $tasiuket al. [1993], and buoyancy(Figure5) can be understoodby considwho investigatedconstant volume flux, variable viscos- ering states of thermal equilibrium for these currents.
The integralof (14) overthe total horizontalareais, afity gravity currents with laboratory experiments. Their
ter nondimensionalizing
(seeequations(16) and (17)),
profile has the form of

H [ r ]1/•.

Hmax-1

(30)

2•r
d• Herdr
- 1-2•r •vdv (31)
which essentiallydescribesthe rate of changeof net

In the limit of an isoviscouscurrent, 7 - 3, correspondinternal energyof the current. Thus, although the voling to the approximate solution suggestedby Huppert
ume of a continuouslyfed current never reachesequi-

et al. [1982]. We can employthis profileto determine
(as with the constantvolumecurrents)a usefulrela- librium (i.e., it must alwaysgrow), its internalenergy

tion between 7 and •. However, a rigorousfit between

the numericalsolutionsand (30) is moredifficultto obtain. The approximatesolutionof Huppertet al. [1982]
for the • - 0 case is only valid near the edge of the
current; thus the fit cannot be exact everywhere, and

approachesequilibrium as

fo
• -•rdri

(32)

This disparity of equilibria is at the root of the large

the choiceof Hmax (i.e., H at r - 0) in (30) is arbi- transitions in the evolution of these gravity currents.
trary. We choose Hmax so that the curve defined by

For example, until a constant flux current achieves

(30) matchesthe numericalsolutionnearthe edge,i.e.,
at r/truax -0.9. We find that for 0_• y •_ 105, equation (29) for the constantvolumecurrentsis alsoreasonablyapplicablefor the constantflux currents(Figure

the thermalequilibriumcondition(32), it flowsat its
hottest with a nearly constant average temperature

(i.e., before coolinghas becomesignificant). After
the equilibriumcondition(32) is attained,© reachesa
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Figure 4. Constantvolumeflux gravity currentthicknessH (solidlines) and temperatureO
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Time t, v, and f are denotedon the figures. For all solutionsthe half width of the central fluid
sourceis a = 0.1, and there is no inital volume(i.e., V • = 0).

steadystate, and the temperaturedistributionno longer ity current. First, we have assumed that the vertical
spreadswith the gravity current; the outer regionof the temperature profile adjuststo a parabolic shaperapidly
current subsequentlyspreads at the coldest tempera- when the gravity current first starts to spread. Second,
ture, with all the attendant changesin buoyancyand we assume that the horizontal boundaries are isotherviscosity.
mal; this condition is equivalent to having the boundaries in contact with an infinitely conductingmedium,
Comparison to Laboratory Experiments and
whereasin fact the surroundingmedium doesnot have
Applications to Lava Flows
any higher thermal conductivity than the gravity curStasiuket al. [1993] presentedlaboratory experi- rent. Both assumptionstherefore lead to excessiveheat
mentsfor coolingsurfacegravity currentswith tempera- loss,especiallynear the beginningof the current'sevoture-dependent viscosity. In these experiments, room lution. In this regard, the experimentsof Stasiuk et
temperature glucosesyrup was ejected at a constant al. are a good test, since the laboratory gravity currate onto the flat base of a tank filled with a colder
rents were surroundedby fluid of similar composition
aqueoussolution. Crust formation was therefore sup- (i.e., mainlywater)andthermalconductivity(although
pressedin these experimentsand in this regard they the effectiveconductivityof the surroundingfluid was
are comparable to our theory.
most likely increasedby free convection). However,
The most important test of our theory concernsour the laboratory currentsare continuouslysupplied,and
two main assumptionsabout lossof heat out of the grav- their densitycontrastwith the surrounding
solutionwas
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Figure 5. MaximumthicknessH,•.• and edgeradiusrr•a• versusdimensionless
time for the
casesof Figure4. All curvesare shownon a log-logscale.

muchlarger than their thermal density anomaly;thus
theseexprerimentsare only comparableto our theoret-

the currentflattens (i.e., the slopeof H near r = 0 diminishesthroughtime), and the entirecurrentthickens
ical caseswith f = 1 and constant volume flux. More- considerably.
All thesefeatures(i.e., steepeningof the
over, given differencesbetween several features of the edge,flatteningandthickeningof the interior)arequite
theoreticaland laboratorymodels(e.g., viscositylaws wellpredictedby our modelgravitycurrents(Figure4,
and shapeof the feederconduit),a precisequantitative third frame). The edge-steepening
featureprovidesa
comparisonis intractable.
particularlyimportant verification;as with all gravity
Figure 7a shows profiles of H as a function of r at

current models, the edge of the current is where the

three differenttimes for one of Stasiuk et al.'s experiments. Early in the experimentthe currenthas a profile
similarto that predictedby Huppert[1982],thoughwith
a slightlysteeperfront than th¾fitted curvesuggests.
This differsfrom our model prediction,which indicates
that a current would developa steeperedgeearlier in

small-wavelength
(i.e., channelflow) approximationis
most severely violated.

Figure 7b showsdata from the aboveexperimentfor
the spreadingrate of the gravity current. A similarplot
of our modelcasewith v = 1000,f = 1 is shownin Figure .7cfor comparison.Experiment and theory concur
its evolution(Figure4, third frame). This impliesthat that the spreadingrate of the gravity currentis initially
our model indeedoverestimatesthe amountof cooling rapid and similar to that of the isothermalcurrent, but
that occurs near the start of the experiment, as ex- eventually approachesa much slower spreadingrate.
pected. At later times in the experiment, the current The diminishingspreadingrate is, of course,coincident
developsa steep-sidededge. Moreover, the interior of with the thickeninginterior. In contrast to the isother-
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mal current,whichgrowsin volumealmostexclusively Applications to Hotspots and Hotspot Swells
by spreading,the coolingtemperature-dependent
visThe steep-sidedplateau shape of our currents with
cositycurrentsgrowby both thickeningandspreading. temperature-dependentviscositymay be manifested in
Therefore,for the gravity currentswith f = 1, the ex- the shape of the Hawaiian swell. Profiles of the swell
perimentsare modeledwell by our theory for most of taken perpendicularto plate motion suggesta flattenthe time span of the gravity current; somedeviation ing near the center,oncevolcanicloadingand associated
betweentheoryand experimentdoesoccurearly in the flexureare essentiallyremoved[see Wessel,1993, Figcurrents'evolution.Experimentswith gravitycurrents ure 6]. However,giventhe filteringof short-wavelength
with temperature-dependent
buoyancy,as relevant to effectsby lithosphericflexure, the broad morphologyof
the theoretical caseswith f < 1, are not, to our knowl- the Hawaiianswellmay not be uniqueenoughto distinedge, available. Although there are experimentswith guishbetweenplume-headmodels(seealso Olsonand
thermal plume heads spreadingbeneath an imperme- Nam [1986],Griffithset al. [1989],and PhippsMorgan
able lid [e.g., Griffithsand Campbell,1991b;Bercovici, et al. [19951).
1992],theseplumeheadsaremovinginto a moreviscous However, it is possiblethat the Hawaiian swell parmedium, and thus their spreadingis controlledby the tially reflects the frontal inflation effect seen in our
viscosityof the outer medium. The theory here is most model gravity currents with temperature-dependent
appropriatefor gravity currentsmovinginto a medium buoyancy.The geoidof the Hawaiian swell displaysa
that is lessviscous;for suchcurrents there are no known distinct dual-lobefeature, i.e., two broad geoidhighs,
one on eithersideof the volcanicchain [Wessel,1993,
experimentsthat also account for lossof buoyancy.
The experimentsof Stasiuk et al. differ from those of Plate 1]. This featureis typicallyattributed to downotherswhohavemodeledlavaflows[e.g.,Fink and Grif- ward flexure at the center of swell due to the volfiths, 1990,1992;Griffithsand Fink, 1993]in that crust canic load. However, the amount of flexure due to the
formation was essentiallysuppressed.Stasiuk et al. argue that crustformation is negligibleand that bulk cooling is necessarilythe dominant effect; insofar as this
contentionis valid, the gravity current model presented
here is reasonablyapplicableto lava flows. Such grav-

volcanic load is dependent on assumptionsabout the
volcanic mass itself and the lithospheric elastic thick-

ness,neitherof whichare preciselyknown[McNuttand
$hure, 1986]. While suchflexure is clearly an important (possiblyevendominant)effect,it may be not be

ity current flow may be seenin variousvolcanological the only processcausingthe dual-lobe structure. It is
forms,suchas mesalavasand tortas(S. Self, personal plausible that the origin of this structure is partially
communication,
1994),submarine
flat-toppedvolcanoes caused by the shape of the plume head itself. If the
on abyssalplains[Smithand Cann, 1993;Smith et al., plume head'sedgethickens,as predictedby the gravity
1995],and steep-sided
domeson Venus[Pavri et al., current model, it would potentially induce a dual-lobe
1992].
structure. Although thermal buoyancyin the swollen
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flowfront is largelyabsent(and is thusnot sufficientto
causea significantswellor geoidanomaly),the chemi-

(a)

cal buoyancyin the flow front may provide significant
uplift !,l•o•e
....
' - '
that the chemical
anomalyin ,t... gravity
current model is at all times bounded by the surface

0.8

H(r,t).)
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This effect may also providean alternative

explanation for the raised rims and depressedinteriors

0.4-

of manyVenuscoronae[Squyreset al., 1992],assuming
they are generatedby mantle diapirs.
The most compellingevidencefor the frontal swelling
effect in the gravity current models of mantle plume
heads may be in the petrology and geochemistry of
some terrestrial hotspots. Both the Marquesas and
Gal/•pagos hotspots have zones enriched in oceanic-
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tle. The OIB-rich zone in the Marquesas is more or
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lessring shaped[Duncanet al., 1986; Woodhead,
1992],
while the Gal•pagosOIB zonedisplaysa horseshoepattern [Geist et al., 1988; White et al., 1993]. These
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patterns have been attributed to diapiric plume heads,
which become torus shaped as they traverse the deep
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mantle and entrain upper mantle material [Gviffiths,
1986],or to steadyplumeswhichdevelopdual-conduit
structuresafterentrainingbackground
mantle[Richards
and GviJfiths,1989]. However,recent analysisof the
geochemicalevolutionof the Marquesas[Woodhead,
1992] discountsentrainmenteffectsof plumes in the
deepmantle and favorslithosphericcontrolof magmatic
evolution. The applicability of the entrainment mechanism to Gal•pagos has also been challengedby Feigh-

0.2

her and Richards[1994],who contendthat lithospheric
flexure and thinning provide the dominant control of
the geochemicalsignatureof Gal•pagos.
The gravity current model proposedhere suggestsan
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Figure 7. Data for laboratory modelsof steadily fed
cooling viscous gravity currents, after Stasiuk et al.

[1993];data arefromtheirexperiment270391.(a) Nor-

pseudo-torusshape after it reachesthe lithosphereand
begins to spread and cool. In particular, the frontal
swellingeffectinducedby temperature-dependentbuoyancy leads to the plume chemicalanomaly being most
concentratedin a ring at the edge of the plume head.
The thinner center of the plume head would be relatively depleted in the plume chemical anomaly. Thus
the gravity current model, like the entrainment models,
can explain how the Marquesasand Gal•ipagoshotspots

malizedflow thicknessH/He versusnormalizedradius couldhavezonesof OIB (plume)enrichedmaterialsurfrom the feederconduitr/rr•a• at 600 s (solidcircles), roundingMORB (ambientmantle)enrichedcenters.
The gravity current and entrainent models,however,
2000s (squares),and 6000s (triangles)after the start
of the experiment; Hc is the center thickness and is differ in one significantprediction. Entrainment mod3.4 cm, 3.9 cm, and 4.6 cm at each consecutivetime;
rr•a• is the edgeradius, which is 18.8 cm, 31.0 cm, and

43.0 cm at eachtime. (b) Edgeradiussquaredr•
versustime for the sameexperiment.(c) For comparison,dimensionless
2 versust for the constant-flux
rrnax
model gravity current for u - 1000, f - i (i.e., the
samedata as shownin Figure 5). Seetext and $tasiuk
et al. [1993]for detailson the laboratoryexperiments.

els [Griffiths,1986;Richardsand Griffiths,1989]indicate that the majority of the plume material is swept
into the torus or dual-conduit structure, and thus the
plume's thermal anomaly would also reside primarily
in the torus or dual conduits. This suggeststhat the
regions of maximum melting would correlate with the
OIB-rich zone. The gravity current model, however,
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indicates that while the chemical anomaly is concen- a parabola may be important. This is particulary true
trated in a ring at the edge of the plume head, the if the gravity current is initially isothermal; i.e., such
thermal anomaly remains at the center of the plume a gravity current will develop extremely thin thermal
head(Figure4, secondandfourthframes).This model boundary layers when it comes into contact with the
therefore predicts that the region of maximum melt- colder boundaries. However, becausethese thin bounding should coincide with the MORB-rich center of the ary layers have large thermal gradients, they conduct
hotspot. In fact, for both the Marquesasand Gal•pagos heat out of the gravity current rapidly and thus they
hotspotsthe greatest volumesof melting and volcanic thicken relatively quickly. It should be noted, howshield building occur within the MORB-rich regions, ever, that the initially isothermal mantle-plume head is
whilethe OIB-rich zoneshavesmallmelt volumes[Dun- a worst-casescenario;plume heads will generally have
can et al., 1986; Woodhead,
1992; White et al., 1993]. beenin thermal contactwith the surroundingmantle for
Thus, the combinedpetrologicaland geochemicaldata millions of years before reaching the base of the lithoappear to lend greater support to the gravity current sphere and will thus not have perfect isothermal promodel than to the entrainment

models.

files(unlessinternalmixingis very rapid [cf. Griffiths
and Campbell,1990]). Nonetheless,
the validity of the

Conclusions

parabolic profile is best tested by consideringthe worst
case. Thus, if the fluid in the channel starts nearly
isothermally except for extremely thin boundary layers
near the top and bottom of the channel, then at issueis
how quickly these boundary layers fill the fluid channel
to yield an approximately parabolic profile. This problem can be addressedin two stages. First, we consider
an unmoving thin layer of matter that is initially at
a uniform temperature and subjected to colder boundaries. We then determine how quickly the boundary
layersin a portion of the medium thicken in relation to
how quickly all the heat from that portion is lost. Second, we look at the effect of the boundary layers being
embeddedin fluid layerswhich move sluggishlybecause

In this paper we have presenteda theory for cooling
gravity currentswhich allowsfor temperature-dependent
viscosityand buoyancy. Variations in viscosityare particularly important for many geologicalfluid mechanics
problems involving either the liquid or subsolidusflow
of silicates. Thermal variationsin density are important
for buoyant mantle plume headsspreadingbeneath the
the Earth's lithosphere. The most salient features of
our coolinggravity current model are as follows:
1. Before cooling is significant, the gravity currents
spreadwith rates comparableto isothermalgravity currents. Once cooling ensues,the spreading rate slows
considerably. This effect causes constant volume cur- they are adjacentto a no-slipboundary and/or have
rents to collapsemore slowly and constant volume flux high viscosity.
currents to grow as much by thickening as by spreadFirst, we determine the decayrate for the small-scale
ing, in contrast to the isothermalconstantflux currents, structureof the temperatureprofile(whichcausesthe

whichgrowexclusively
by spreading[Huppert,1982].
2.

Gravity currents that have only temperature-

narrowboundarylayers)relativeto the decayrate for
the bulk temperature anomaly for the solid medium.

dependent
viscosity
develop
steep-sided
flat-toppedmor- Thiscanbedemonstrated
bythesimpleone-dimensional
phologiesregardlessof whether they are constant vol-

diffusion of a step function. Consider temperature

ume or constant

T(z,t) subjectto 1-D diffusion

volume

flux.

These

model

currents

agreereasonably
well with laboratoryexperiments[Stasiuket al., 1993],exceptthat they tend to overestimate
coolingin the early stagesof the current's evolution.
3. Gravity currents that have temperature-dependent

OT
Ot

02T

= n-Oz2 '

Given boundary conditionsT-

(Xl)

0 at z - 0, H, we can

buoyancy(with or without variableviscosity)develop
representT as a sineseries(whichautomaticallysatisinfiexions,ridges,and/or swellingat their edges.This
fiesthe boundaryconditions)

result suggestsan alternative mechanismfor the morphologyof the Hawaiian swell. More important, this result providesan explanationfor the ring- or horseshoeT - y• T.(t)sin(nrrz/H) (A2)
shapedgeochemicalpattern at the Marquesasand Gal•pagoshotspots that, in contrast to traditional entrain- At t - 0 we can assumeT is a top hat function, i.e., T =
ment models,alsoaccountsfor the thermal melting pat- 1 for 0 < z < H and T- 0 elsewhere;this assumption
tern.

Appendix A: On the Self-Consistency of
a Parabolic Temperature Profile
We wish to examine the physical plausibility of our

leads to

T,(0)-4 {1 nodd
n•'

0

n even

(A3)

Note that even for this top hat function the n -

1

mode,whichis the half-sineor parabolicmode (these
arenearlyidenticalin basicshape),is still the dominant

assumedparabolictemperatureprofile (3)). Structure term with 3 times the magnitude of the next largest
in the temperature profile that is more fine scaled than

nonzero mode. Given the 1-D diffusion equation, the
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solutionfor T• (t) is thus

-

(A4)
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boundary layers grow with horizontal distance. For
steady flow we assumeH is constant. We prescribe
a generalpressuregradientindependentof z:

oP
Po
Thus all the nonzeroterms with n > 1 (i.e., only for
Or
=
R•b(r)
(AS)
n = 3, 5, 7, ...) whichyieldthe thin boundarylayershave
exponentialdecayrates whichgo as n2, i.e., at least
wherePoisa pressure
scale,
R = H2(Po/21ucn)
•/2, and
an order or magnitudefaster than the parabolic (n =
0 is somearbitrary function of r. Thus, by nondimen1) mode. The decaytime for eachterm is thus really
sionalizingz by H and r by R, the steady boundary
H2/(nrr)2•. The diffusion
time H2/• givesthe basic
layer equation becomes

timescalefor the bulk lossof heat for the entire medium;
it is an order of magnitude longer than the parabolic

v') O0
_020(A9)

-c)(r)z(l+ z) 1+ •-0 Or- Oz
2

(n = 1) mode(because
of the •r-2 factor)andat least
2 orders of magnitude larger than the decay time for
the higher-ordermodeswhichmake the boundary layers
narrow. The decay of the thin boundary layer structure
thus decaysat least 100 times faster than the bulk loss

wherev' = Att/tth. If we defineA = 1 + v'O/2, then
the boundary layer equation becomes

-0(r)z(1
+z)A
OA
_ 02A

of heat and at least 10 times faster than the dominant

(A10)

Or
Oz2 '
parabolic structure.
Not only do the boundary layersgrow fast in relation
to the overall lossof heat of the medium, they probably AssumingA =/•(r)½(z) (i.e., that A is separable),this
do not movea significantdistancewhile growing,espe- equation becomes
cially when the fluid in which the boundary layers are
embedded move slowly. This process occurs for fluid

dfi
-1z);b
c)(r)
dr-_ z(1+
2dUO
dz2= -a2

(All)

adjacentto a no-slipboundaryand/or for temperaturedependentviscosityfluid near a cold boundary.In such wherea 2 is necessarily
a constanteigenvalue.
Equation
casesthe boundary layers will grow to their maximum
(All) leadsto /•
thicknessover a short distance, and thus the boundary
constant)and
layers are fully adjustedto a parabolic-typeprofile for
most of the length of the gravity current. We demonstrate this effect by consideringa simple flat channel

= rio- a2fdr/&(r) (whereriois a

d2•
dz2 a2z(1+ z)•2- 0.

(A12)

(boundedbetweenz = 0 and -H) drivenby an applied pressuregradient;as we are only interestedin the We are primarily concernedwith the form of • (sincewe
growth of the thermal boundarylayers (and whether wish to test the self-consistencyof the vertical parabolic
their structure is consistentwith the assumedparabolic temperatureprofile). We choosethe boundarycondiprofile),wedo not concernourselves
with the deforma- tions½ = ½o(a constant)at z = 0,-1 and solve(A12)
bility of the channel. For simplicity and symmetry numerically.(The numericalsolutionof the eigenvalue
we consider both channel walls to be no-slip and the a 2 demandsan additionalconstraint:Assumingthat
applied radial pressuregradient to be independentof ½(z) is symmetricabout z = -1/2, we requirethat
z. We then test the appropriatenessof our assumed ½'(0) = -½'(-1).)Figure A1 showsa numericalsoluparabolictemperatureprofile as a solutionto a bound- tion for • with •o = 1. Different choicesof •o and
in a 2 andtheboundaryvaluesof •' simary layer temperatureequation.First, we integrate(1) initialguesses

ply change
the amplitudeof • andthefinalvalueof a 2,

to obtain v• as a function of temperature:

but always yield the same-shapedprofile. It is apparent that the parabolic profile is a good approximation to

v•=2yhy•
orz(S+z)Yh--aAyo•
1+•

½(z) and henceis at leasta self-consistent
approxima-

whichcan be rewritten (by using(3)) as

_ H• 3Pz 1+•

1+2•h J

v•- 2• OrH

)

where Art = itc - tth. We employ this vr in the steady
boundary layer equation
00

to solve for the basic form of 0 and estimate

experimentsof Stasiuket al. [1993],theseboundarylayers do indeed adjust over a distanceconsiderablyshorter
than the length of the flow, but they undoubtedlydo
not adjust within an infinitesimal distance, as our theory

02

v,.•rr- • Oz
2

tion to the vertical temperature profile, even near the
inlet to the channel. This result implies that the thermal boundary layers thicken over a very short distance.
As was suggestedby our comparisonto the laboratory

(A7)
how the

assumes.

Finally, we note that although this paper is concerned
with the problem of cooling gravity currents, heated

gravity currents(as applicableto cold descending
slab
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o.

1.00

1.01

1.02

1.03

1.04

FigureA1. Numericalsolutionof (A12) (solidline) (seeAppendixA) and a parabolawith the
sameminimumand maximumvalues(dashedline). The boundaryvaluesof ½ are ½o- 1 and

initial guesses
for ½•(-1) and a2 were1. The numerical
solutionyieldsa final eigenvalue
of
a 2 - 1.3115.

materialpoolingon a heatedinterface[seeKerr andLis(B2)
ter, 1987;Bercoviciet al., 1993;KochandKoch,1995])
(n q- 3)H •
can be obtainedby followingthe theory presentedhere
and replacing(3) with
where Ap - Itc - p•. The integration constant K is

zn+3

O(r,z,t)
- 3©(r,t)1+4• 1+•

(A13)

such that 0 would be 0 at the center of the current and

3© at current's top and bottom.

pap• OH
Or• ApTgH
+ HO©
K_ApcgH
[0OH
] (B3)
if the boundaryat z - -H isfree-slip(i.e., Ov•/Oz- O)
and

Appendix B: Radial Velocity,
Volumetric Flux, and Thermal Flux

ApcgH
OH ApTgH1+ p•+

[(

We here considerthe derivationof the radial velocity

vr and andflux (per unit lengthin the azimuthaldirection) q. Two integrationsof (1) overheight z lead to
the (dimensional)radial velocity,

4

2(pa+
•Ap©))©0H
( pa
+•Ap©
+
if the boundaryat z - -H is no-slip(i.e., v• - 0).
Integrating v• over the thicknessof the layer, we obtain

q

in which

-

o

-H

v•dz -

Apcg
OH
--

p•p• Or

F1

[lU•-6AlU©•(lq-•)]z'dz
z z

n+l
-6AYO
__•th
zn+l
((n+2)H
zn+2
-

__

+ F1H2
Fa2H•

•rr + KFo (B5)
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Table B1.
Comparison of the Coefficients
and F, to Test the Accuracy of the Approximation

where

føn Ovrdz• Oq
n

Fn/Hn+2

Gn/Hn+2

(B6)
Thus, we obtain

q

Only thosevaluesof n that are employedin the theory

•

are shown. See Table I and Appendix B for definition of
symbols.

We finally wishto examinethe accuracyof the rela-

tion

0

_ Ovrdz
•-,Oq
H

(whereAp -Apc + ApT and f - Apc/Ap) if the
boundaryat z--H

is free-slipand

(B12)

which is necessaryto derive the one-dimensional
tem-

perature
equation,
in particular
to gofrom(13)to (14).
Using(3) and (B1), weobtain

q

•

0 G1+ t••t•
: Ov•dz t••t• --•oV+
GaG4)
OH( Ga
H

(B$)

if the boundaryat z--H

2Ha •rr + KGo

is no-slip.The ratios

(B13)

75A/•O
/•h
q-53A/•O
/•h+•AttO(B9)where
areall O(1) regardless
of O andarehencesetto unity
for the sakeof simplicity.This assumption
leadsto

z( z)

H

6(_1).+3H.+2
( ttn
(n + 1)(n + 3)(n + 4)

q

•

[(n+2)(n
1 +4)+ (n+3)(n
1 +6)
+6A.O

_ 2n+5]).
+

if the lower boundary is free-slip and

+

+ 5)

(B14)

Thusthe accuracyof (B12)dependson whetherG. ,.•

F. (see(BS)and(B6));thisapproximation
isin general
q

•

-•(.•

+

quite accurate,as shownin TableB1.

A/tO) f

(10011OH)]

+(1- f) •H•rr + •-•O•rr

(Bll)
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